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Hunt: Showdown is a PvP-focused, co-op experience in which you and your friends take to the rails to fight a never-ending war of survival for control of post-apocalyptic Huntsville. At the center of this struggle is a haunted town, and the character classes that will define your playstyle. Each class has its own skills, playstyle, weapon and aesthetics. Hunt: Showdown will
take place in a persistent (non-sandbox) world in which players will be able to fully customize their experience. Get Hunt: Showdown - Llorona’s Heir now to earn these exclusive skins: What's New GENERAL 1. New Model: Finally, it’s Llorona’s Time! Llorona is a major update to Hunt: Showdown! Some of the major changes are: - A new K-9 model. - More Llorona masks. -
New animation for Llorona’s Quake weapon. - New skirting particle effects for the Knife and Machine Gun. - New weapon sound for the Machine Gun. - New Llorona mask art. - New descriptions and text for her different appearances. - New Pickup Phrases. MODDING AND UI - ‘Llorona’s Heir’ has been added as a perk for all of the bounties. - Llorona’s Gloves, Knives,
Machine Gun and Horn now have unique item slots. AUDIO - All of the new weapons’ sounds have been added. - New items have been added to the world. - New picking up sound effect for items. - New Horn picking up sound effect. OTHER NOTABLE CHANGES/ADDITIONS - Llorona is now available to use at the start of the campaign. - Increased the max number of objects
a mergeable mesh can contain to 250. - Fixed an issue that could cause players to start a server view with an invalid area. - Improved the flare kick animations. - Improved the pickup sounds. - Improved the leaderboard UI. - Displayed the maximum playtime on the in-game UI. - Fixed an issue that could cause damage-debuffs to not be removed from a building. - Fixed
an issue that could cause a player to have a sword stuck to them while holding two weapons. - Fixed an issue that
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